
RESUMÉ V ANGLICKÉM JAZYCE 

Since the 1980s, a revival of religious traditions, whose continuity was disrupted 

considerably in the Soviet-era Russia, has been in motion in the entire area of Siberia 

and Central Asia, among the so called ‘rooted nations‘. 

While major religious groups, such as buddhism and islam, could successfully pick up 

the threads of their religious traditions thanks to their written resources; religions 

based mainly on oral transmission are facing the opposite situation, shamanism not 

being an exception. Intense tension coming from the spirituality of their own ethnic 

traditions, which spontaneously opened after many years of the Communist 

secularization, in the case of shamanism hit the barriers of how to adequately re-

establish the disrupted traditions (lack of living bearers and experts on their own 

traditions, initiated and uninitiated shamans, and other ceremony specialists, ignorance 

of symbolism). 

The whole process of rebirth, revival or revitalisation  of shamanism is entirely 

consistent with the context of current issues concerning constituent societies, which 

naturally carries the legacy of Soviet culture. Political and economic changes in the post-

Soviet space also enabled the bearers of traditions to become open to a wide range of 

new influences from abroad. 

Revitalization shamanic cults in Siberia bears visible traces of three main parts that 

make up its current form: (1) pre-Soviet shamanic traditions which survived the Soviet 

era to different degrees, (2) russification or sovietization of forms of culture associated 

with shamanism, or in it introduced and (3) post-soviet influences characteristic of the 

so called Neoshamanism and New Age. We can say that all three parts are invariably 

represented in all variants of shamanic revitalizations, but their mutual share and 

method of application is different. 

The post-Soviet influences, completes the character of contemporary shamanism. It 

significantly reflects the fact that, until marginalized or oppressed, even shamanism at 

this time became a subject of interest to the whole range of scientific disciplines, both in 

Russia and especially abroad. Since the nineties, ethnographers, religious studies 

experts, religious historians started arriving in Siberia. Also healers, psychologists, and 

others interested in alternative medicine and spiritual life from around the world made 

their way to Siberia to connect with the preserved local shamanic traditions, and 



transmit them to their own spiritual and healing systems. The increased interest from 

the outside ultimately caused tensions among  some bearers of the original traditions. 

While the "old shamans" usually kept avoiding unnecessary (i.e. outside the shamanic 

practices) contact, the generation of "new shamans", primarily on the basis of increased 

interest, and on the basis of new experience which, when in contact with Western 

culture, they were confronted with; started to develop and enrich the traditional 

shamanism with new elements. Therefore, for many Buryat shamans, Western esoteric 

scientific and popular literature represented at least a source of inspiration. However, 

they tend to find a source for re-arrangements of both their own shamanic cosmology, 

and their way of shamanic practice. Another characteristic phenomenon that generally 

accompanies revitalization is the tendency to integrate local and sub-ethnic traditions 

into certain "pan-shamanic national frameworks." 


